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Abstract. This paper presents a 3D virtual world environment 
augmented with software agents that provides real-time multi-user 
collaboration for designers in different locations. This virtual world 
collaborative environment allows designers in different disciplines to 
model their view of a building as different representations. A 
proprietary virtual world platform augmented with software agents 
extends the environment to facilitate the management of the different 
disciplines’ design representation. Agents monitor the virtual world 
and create, manage and display the different views of a design, and 
create and manage the relationships between these views. A 
synchronous design session with an architect and engineer 
demonstrates the capability and potential for the augmented virtual 
world for conceptual design. 

1. Introduction 

Large design projects, such as those in the AEC domain, involve 
collaboration between designers from many different design disciplines in 
varying locations. Existing modeling tools for developing and documenting 
designs of buildings (and other artefacts) tend to focus on supporting a single 
user from a single discipline. While this allows designers to synthesise and 
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analyse models specific to their own discipline, it is inadequate for multi-
discipline collaboration.  
 The complexity of building design leads to two conflicting requirements: 
the ability of the different disciplines to work on their part of the project 
using their own specific models, and the ability to communicate and 
negotiate with the other disciplines on the synthesis and integration of the 
different design models. Two approaches for addressing the need for a 
virtual environment in which designers can coordinate domain-specific and 
integrated models are:  a multi-user CAD system and a multi-user virtual 
world. While the CAD system approach uses a familiar modeling 
environment, CAD was not designed to be a multi-user environment and the 
models tend to be specific to one discipline. We propose that a virtual world 
approach has more potential in providing a flexible approach for modeling 
and communication that is not discipline specific. 
 The creation of different discipline models and the creation of 
relationships between the objects in the different models are central to the 
maintenance of consistency between the models. Creating these relationships 
requires communication between the different disciplines that can be 
facilitated with shared 3D visualisation, walkthroughs and rendering of the 
various views of the design as modelled by the different disciplines. This is 
of special importance at the conceptual stage of the design since much of the 
early collaborative decision-making is carried out at this stage. A virtual 
world environment based on an underlying object-oriented representation of 
the design is presented here as an environment that specifically supports 
synchronous collaboration for multiple disciplines in the design of buildings. 
This is in contrast to the decision made by Lee et al. (2003) to use a 
commercial CAD system for visualisation. One of the advantages of virtual 
world environments is that they allow users to be immersed in the 3D model, 
allowing for real-time walkthroughs and collaboration (Savioja et al., 2002; 
Conti et al., 2003). Moreover, CAD models contain a great deal of detail 
which makes real-time interaction extremely difficult. 

This paper introduces DesignWorld, a prototype system for enabling 
collaboration between designers from different disciplines who may be in 
different physical locations.  DesignWorld, shown in Figure 1, consists of a 
3D virtual world augmented with web-based communication tools and 
agents for managing the different discipline objects.  Unlike previous 
approaches which use a single shared data model (Wong and Sriram, 1993; 
Krishnamurthy and Law, 1997), DesignWorld, uses agent technology to 
maintain different views of a single design in order to support 
multidisciplinary collaboration.  This architecture enables DesignWorld to 
address the issues of multiple representations of objects, versioning, 
ownership and relationships between objects from different disciplines.  
DesignWorld supports conceptual design where concepts are general and 
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still fluid. Figure 1 shows two avatars representing designers who are aware 
of each other as well as of the various 3D models that have been constructed. 
The designers can build their design collaboratively, using 3D objects in 
real-time and explore the consequences of these designs in various 3D 
views. 

2. 3D Virtual Worlds 

A virtual world is a distributed, virtual space where people can interact with 
other people, objects or computer controlled agents using an avatar. 
Moreover, the worlds are based on object-oriented modelling concepts that 
concur with developments in CAD and 3D modeling software. As such, they 
provide a suitable platform for design and collaboration. DesignWorld uses 
the Second Life (www.secondlife.com) virtual environment as the platform 
for design and collaboration.  However, while virtual worlds such as Active 
Worlds (www.activeworlds.com) and Second Life  (www.secondlife.com) 
offer tools for creating and modifying virtual buildings and other artefacts, 
they do not offer features for managing multiple representations, versions or 
relationships necessary for multidisciplinary design. DesignWorld addresses 
this issue by augmenting Second Life with web-based tools and using agents 
to create views and relationships and manage versions on behalf of 
designers.  DesignWorld is an improved version of the CRC Collaborative 
Designer (CCD) prototype (Rosenman et al., 2005).  CCD was implemented 
using the Active Worlds virtual world platform. This new version, 
implemented in Second Life, provides facilities for modelling objects in the 
world and additional programming capability for associating objects in the 
world  with an external data model . 
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Figure 1.   DesignWorld consists of a 3D virtual environment (left) augmented with 

web-based communication and design tools (right). 

3. Multidisciplinary Modelling 

Different disciplines have different views of a design object (building) 
according to their functional concerns and hence create different 
representations or models of that object to suit their purpose. For example, a 
building may be viewed as: a set of activities that take place in it; a set of 
spaces; a sculptural form; an environment modifier or shelter provider; a set 
of force resisting elements; or as a configuration of physical elements. 
Depending on the view taken, certain objects and their properties become 
relevant. For the architects, floors, walls, doors and windows, are associated 
with spatial and environmental functions, whereas structural engineers see 
the walls and floors as elements capable of bearing loads and resisting forces 
and moments. Hence, each will create a different model incorporating the 
objects and properties relevant to them. Both models must coexist since the 
two designers will have different uses for their models. According to 
Bucciarelli (2003) “There is one object of design, but different object 
worlds.” and “No participant has a ‘god’s eye view’ of the design.” 

A single model approach to representing a design object is insufficient 
for modelling the different views of the different disciplines (Rosenman and 
Gero, 1996, 1998). Each viewer may represent an object with different 
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elements and different composition hierarchies. While architects may model 
walls on different floors as separate elements, the structural engineers may 
model only a single shear wall encompassing the three architect’s walls. 
Each discipline model must, however, be consistent vis-a-vis the objects 
described.  While Nederveen (1993), Pierra (1993), Sardet et al. (1998) and 
Naja (1999) use the concept of common models to communicate between 
the discipline models, it is never quite clear who creates the common models 
and maintains the consistency between them and the discipline models. In 
this project, this consistency will be provided by interrelationships between 
the various objects in different disciplines modelled by explicit 
(bidirectional) links from one object to another. Figure 2 shows an example 
of this approach, with each discipline labels its objects according to its need 
and corresponding objects associated with ‘correspondsTo’ relationships. 
While this approach may have the disadvantage of replicating information 
about the same object in two object models, it saves the complexities of 
creating the common concepts and allows each discipline great flexibility in 
creating its model. The discipline models allow each discipline to work 
according to its own concepts and representations. The whole model may be 
seen as the union of the different models. 

 
architect's model

Wall6 Flr1

Rm2

HVAC eng's model

Wall1 Zone2

bounds

correspondsTo

strct eng's model

Wall3 Slab2

supports

correspondsTo

correspondsTo

correspondsTo  
 

Figure 2. Discipline models and relationships 

4. DesignWorld 

DesignWorld consists of three main components, the client browsers, the 
web applications and the external model, Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. DesignWorld Architecture 

4.1 CLIENT BROWSERS 

There are two client browsers, the Second Life browser and the Web 
browser which provide the extended capabilities to the Second Life virtual 
environment. Second Life provides the environment where the different 
designers meet as avatars and construct their design models. The Web 
browser provides access to the relationships browser and the extended 
communications facilities. The relationships browser allows for the creation 
of relationships between the different objects by any of the designers. The 
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non-geometric property browser allows for the display of information about 
the design objects such as the discipline that the object belongs to and the 
relationships with other design objects.  

4.2 WEB APPLICATIONS  

The web applications include the agent society, the webcam and audio 
facility which allow visual and aural communication, and the GroupBoard 
sketch tool (www.groupboard.com).  

4.2.1 The  Agent Society 
 
The term agents in this paper refers to software agents.  We take the 
approach that agents are systems which can sense their environment using 
sensors, reason about their sensory input and affect their environment using 
effectors.  In addition, agents are systems which perform tasks on behalf of 
others.  Agent sensors monitor the Second Life, SQL and web environments 
for changes or requests from human designers.  Environmental changes are 
stored as sensations in iconic memory, a brief store which holds sensations 
until they are replaced with new sensations (Ware, 2000).  In addition to the 
‘button-click sensor’ which senses requests from designers through the web 
interface, DesignWorld agents have ‘add-object sensors’ to sense when 
objects are added to the 3D world, ‘delete-object sensors’ to sense when 
objects are deleted, ‘changed-object sensors’, ‘selected-object sensors’ and 
‘SQL-query sensor’ to sense the external model.    
 When requests from designers are sensed, they are combined with the 
most recent sensations from other sensors and sent to the agent’s reasoning 
process.  DesignWorld agents use a reflexive reasoning process which uses 
predefined rules to select an action to perform based on the contents of the 
most recent sensor data as shown in Figure 4. Where Maher and Gero (2002) 
propose an agent-based virtual world in which each object is an agent 
capable of reasoning about its environment, our agents are associated with 
the different tasks needed to support collaborative design in a virtual world. 
Maher and Gero propose three levels of reasoning for agents in virtual 
worlds: reflexive, reactive, and reflective.  In our agent-based virtual world, 
we only consider the reflexive level of reasoning, although other levels of 
reasoning may be considered in future.   
 Once an action has been chosen, it triggers effectors to modify either the 
Second Life or web environments.  Effectors include, ‘change-object 
effectors’, ‘show-dialog effectors’, ‘SQL-database-update effectors’ and 
‘update-web-page effectors’. These effectors allow DesignWorld agents to 
modify the Second Life, SQL and web environments on behalf of designers.   
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Figure 4.  The DesignWorld Agent Model 
  
The agents in DesignWorld extend the platform of a virtual world by 
maintaining a model of designed objects in an SQL database in addition to 
the model maintained by the virtual world server.  The use of an external 
model makes it possible to store information about design projects other than 
the spatial and rendering properties of individual objects stored on the virtual 
world server. The DesignWorld external model contains project information 
for a group of objects, and for each object there is discipline, versioning and 
relationship information.  The external model is compatible with Industry 
Foundation Classes (IFCs) (IAI, 2000) providing the potential for models to 
be uploaded from IFC compatible applications such as ArchiCAD for use in 
collaborative sessions.    

The agents in DesignWorld keep track of the objects created by each 
discipline in order to maintain information relevant to the different 
functional concerns of designers from different disciplines. A selection of 
viewing tools enables designers to view the components relevant to them. 
The agent society is comprised of the four agents, the modeller agent, the 
relationships agent, the discipline view agent and the object property view 
agent. 

4.2.1.1 Modeller Agent 
The Modeller agent facilitates the presentation of different views of a design 
by constructing and maintaining a data model of the design artefacts in a 
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SQL database (the external model). This persistent model is capable of 
describing more properties of an object than can be represented in the 3D 
environment.  For example, in Second Life an object may have an owner but 
the SQL external model might additionally specify a project and a design 
discipline to which the owner and the object belong.   

The modeller agent acts upon receiving a message from the Web browser 
containing a request from a user for a particular design to be modelled.  It 
retrieves information from the external model to associate non-geometric 
information with every object in the current Second Life environment. The 
modeller agent then affects the external model by writing records describing 
the state of the model in Second Life.  The modeller agent is also responsible 
for maintaining different versions of a design.  Each time the modeller agent 
affects the external model it stores records as a new version. 

4.2.1.2 Relationships Agent 
The relationships agent allows the designers to create and view the 
associations between different objects. Currently, the relationships which are 
supported are: correspondsTo, decomposes, supports, adjacentTo and 
bounds. The correspondsTo relationship allows the association of objects in 
different discipline models so as to say that they are the same object but may 
have different non-geometric and non-physical properties. For example a 
wall in the architect’s model may be the same as a wall in the structural 
engineer’s model. The wall has the same shape, dimensions and materials 
but its function for the architect may be to provide privacy to a space 
whereas its function for the structural engineer may be to support a slab. The 
decomposes relationship provides an association between a complex object 
and its components. This may also exist between objects in different 
disciplines. For example, a single wall object in the structural engineer’s 
model may be associated with three walls (one above each other) in the 
architect’s model. The bounds relationship provides for bounding 
associations between objects. For example, in the early conceptual design 
stages, an architect may only create spatial objects, whereas a structural 
engineer may create wall and slab objects. The relationship between the 
structural engineer’s objects and the architect’s object will be through a 
bounds relationship, e.g. Wall1 (engineer object) bounds Space1 (architect 
object). 

A relationship is created by selecting a relationship type and then 
selecting two objects in the relevant models. Figure 5 shows the 
DesignWorld interface for creating relationships. On the left is the second 
Life window showing a wall in the engineer’s model. On the right is the 
Web browser window showing the creation of a bounds relationship between 
that wall and a space object in the architect’s model. 
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4.2.1.3 Discipline View Agent 
The discipline view agent creates and displays the views of an object in 
Second Life as relevant to a particular discipline. A user may request a 
particular view in the web browser and the agent builds the view according 
to the objects belonging to that discipline.  The Discipline Viewer Agent 
presents different views of a design relevant to designers from different 
disciplines by retrieving relevant information from the SQL external model 
and modifying the design displayed in the 3D virtual environment window. 

4.2.1.4 Object Property View Agent 
This agent allows designers to view those non-geometric properties of 
objects which are not visible in the Second Life interface. These properties, 
stored in the external model, are displayed in the Web browser. At present, 
the non-geometric properties that can be attached are the discipline to which 
the object belongs and the relationships associated with that object, Figure 6. 
These properties are attached by DesignWorld.  At present, properties are 
not imported from the IFC model but will be in the future. 

 

 

Figure 5. The Relationships Manager 
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4.2.2 Communication Tools 
Typically, avatars communicate in 3D virtual worlds using chat. This 
becomes inadequate in designs situations where there is a need to convey 
complex ideas while manipulating objects in the design. DesignWorld offers 
video and audio transmission facilities to support communication during 
design.  
 

4.2.3 Sketching 
While designers can collaborate on the 3D model of the design in the virtual 
world, many design ideas cannot be expressed in a 3D model. DesignWorld 
provides a sketching tool that allows designers to share their design ideas 
before committing them to a change in the 3D model. This part of the 
environment uses the GroupBoard (www.groupboard.com) sketching tool.  
This tool enables designers to draw on a blank page, or over a snapshot of 
the site or current 3D model. 

 

Figure 6. The object property viewer displays non-geometric properties of objects. 
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4.3   THE EXTERNAL MODEL 

The external model is a SQL database which stores the information 
regarding the models and relationships. At present it allows for the extension 
of the geometric properties of objects created in Second Life to 
accommodate non-geometric properties. In the future, the external model 
will provide a filter to DesignWorld from the IFC model created from CAD 
systems. It will simplify the information in the IFC model so as to be more 
useful to DesignWorld. Additionally, it will allow the transfer of information 
derived from the creation or modification of objects in DesignWorld to be 
stored and transferred to the IFC model and hence back to the various 
designers’ CAD models. 

5. Collaborative Designing In DesignWorld 

A designer is assigned a membership in a discipline group, e.g. architect, 
structural engineer, etc. Any objects constructed by that designer are 
assigned to that discipline group. Any designer can view any model through 
the view facility or a combination of view by making models transparent or 
not. However, designers can only modify objects that they own or which 
other designers have permitted them to modify. A designer can invoke the 
relationship facility and create, modify or delete relationships by selecting 
the type of relationship and the objects related. These objects may be in the 
same discipline model or in a different discipline model. When designers 
want to make a modification to an object, they will be notified of any 
existing relations to other objects by a dialog box as shown in Figure 7. They 
can then discuss the ramifications of such modifications with the appropriate 
discipline designer. 
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Figure 7.  Designers are notified by a dialog box when they modify an object that it 
is part of a relationship. 

5.1 A   COLLABORATIVE SESSION 

A collaborative design task was given to two designers: an architect and a 
structural engineer to design an observation tower. The architect is a 
professional architect and the engineer is an academic. A design brief was 
given as follows:  

to design an innovative tower/viewing platform to fit in with an 
existing CRC Resource Centre designed loosely in the style of the 
“Mondrian School”. The tower must be high enough to provide a 
view over the water. There are no floor space ratio or height 
restrictions applicable for this project. 

In the first session, architect and engineer worked together in 
DesignWorld for 1hour and 10 minutes. Then, 4 days later, the architect 
developed a more detailed design in 1.5 hours by himself, and finally, they 
collaborated with each other to finish their design in 2 hours at the last 
session of experiment. The reason for stopping the experiment in the first 
and second sessions is because the designers were out of time. In order to 
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finish the design task, they spent 2 hours discussing and modelling in the 
DesignWorld environment. We observed the designers’ sessions and 
collected video and voice from the sessions. In this paper we report only on 
our observations of the design sessions and the designers’ perception of their 
productivity. Additional analysis of the data collected from the session is not 
within the scope of this paper. 

The first session began with the architect and the engineer discussing the 
brief and using the GroupBoard to set out the first concepts. The architect 
suggested using two towers opposite each other to support a 10m x 10m 
platform, Figure 8a. The engineer pointed out that while the structure would 
be stable in one direction it would not be stable in the other and that either 
the towers would have to be increased in size in the less stable direction or 
that each tower could be split in two and separated to provide sufficient 
stability. The architect, at first thought about using the corners of the 
platform, which would provide excellent stability, Figure 8b, but decided 
against that, as it would impede the view to all sides. 

 

 
 
           a. First concept                                          b. second concept 

Figure 8. Groupboard images of initial design concepts 

A decision was made to have two pairs of towers, each pair on either side 
of the platform and 2m apart. The engineer noted that the towers would have 
to be connected at intermediate levels. A decision was made to provide struts 
between the towers in both directions. Both the towers and the struts were 
designed to match to the black Mondrian framing pattern. Figure 9 shows 
the final concept agreed on. It shows two main beams (displayed in red on 
the screen) projecting from the towers to support the platform and a series of 
mullions that would support the upper part of the platform as well as adding 
to the “Mondrian look”. On the side is a sketch of the elevation showing two 
platforms, one at a lower level, and a series of struts connecting the towers. 
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Figure 9. Final concept 

 
The architect then began building in 3D in the SecondLife window. In the 
first session, which lasted 1 hour, the four towers and the viewing platform 
were constructed.  The architect continued to complete his conceptual design 
on another day by himself by adding the upper platform space and the 
mullions. 

In the second synchronous session, the engineer created his model by 
taking those objects from the architect’s model which were also structural 
elements, i.e. the towers and the struts. He then added beams to support the 
floor and roof of the upper platform. The architect at this stage thought that 
to emphasize the “Mondrian look” presented by this framing and also to 
emphasize the airborne feeling of the observation space, he would make both 
the floor and roof transparent. This being a conceptual design, issues such as 
thermal comfort were left unconsidered. The structural implications of this 
were also left unconsidered at this stage. Figure 9 shows the design from this 
stage. On the left is the SecondLife architect’s view and on the right is the 
design imported into the GroupBoard. The circled area (this was displayed in 
red on the designers’ screens) at the bottom denotes an area circled by the 
engineer for discussion. 

The designers completed a questionnaire at the end of each session, 
asking questions about productivity and their perception of which tools they 
used and which tools were most productive. During the synchronous session 
only the sketching and 3D modeling tools were used. In the synchronous 
sessions the architect and engineer were in voice contact but found there was 
no need for any video contact as no extra material was required to be shown. 
The designers did not use the relationship manager during the synchronous 
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session because it took time away from further development of the design. In 
terms of productivity, the designers indicated that they were very 
productivity in the first (synchronous) session. But in the second session 
where only architect worked, the productivity is only moderate. In the final 
session, they considered they have high productivity in the environment. 

 

 
Figure 9.The tower design. SecondLife and GroupBoard views. 

6.   Summary 

This paper presents DesignWorld, a prototype system for enabling 
multidisciplinary, distributed design collaboration. DesignWorld consists of 
a 3D virtual world augmented with a number of web-based tools for the 
creation of different discipline views as well as the necessary relationships 
between these views to provide and maintain consistency. Unlike previous 
approaches, DesignWorld uses agent technology to maintain different views 
of a single multidisciplinary project.  It addresses the issues of multiple 
representations of objects, versioning, ownership and relationships between 
objects from different disciplines.  

The collaborative session demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
DesignWorld environment in being able to quickly develop a concept and 
then embody that concept in a 3D model. Both architect and engineer views 
exist and can be viewed and worked on separately as required. The 
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relationships between objects provide a notification that any changes have 
ramifications on other disciplines. 

At present the modelling of views is implemented fully in DesignWorld. 
Future work will extend the capabilities of DesignWorld to receive 
information from, and place information in, IFC models generated from a 
discipline’s CAD modelling. The information in the IFC model will be 
translated to the external model and any new information produced (or 
modified) in DesignWorld and stored in the external model will eventually 
be translated into the IFC model. 

The capabilities of virtual worlds as modelling tools is still at an early 
stage and some improvements are necessary for these to be a simple and 
flexible tool for designers. However, the above has shown that, in general, 
the designers were able to communicate multi-disciplinary concerns and 
issues and achieve design models that satisfy the requirements of both 
disciplines. We anticipate that the translation to and from CAD systems via 
IFCs (or some other standard) will make the approach proposed by 
DesignWorld more useful for other stages of the design process.  
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